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With just weeks to go until January and the start of a New Year, we’re already 

thinking about what TV and film treats we’ve got to look forward to in 2024. 

And the line-up coming to Sky & NOW is so good that you’ll be hard pressed 

to find a show that isn’t worthy of a place on any Best Of list.

From highly-anticipated Sky Original dramas starring A-List actors to the 

best of the US - True Detective and House of the Dragon fans we’re talking to 

you - the TV coming to Sky & NOW in 2024 is worth getting excited about.

If films are more your thing, don’t worry because we’ve got you covered too. 

Sky Cinema has a bunch of brand-new movies landing in 2024, from action-

thriller The Beekeeper to Michael Mann’s latest feature Ferrari, you’ll be spoilt 

for choice.

So, what are you waiting for? Read on for the best bits coming to Sky and 

NOW in 2024!

PS. Haven’t found anything that takes your fancy? Well, these are just our 

top picks…there’s plenty more coming in 2024 so keep an eye out as you’ll be 

sure to find something that hits the spot!

NB: Please note TX dates are subject to change

Sky and NOW: What to Watch 2024

New shows

Returning series

Best of the Big Screen

How to watch

For info on What to Watch 2024, please contact: Natasza.Tytko@sky.uk 

mailto:Natasza.Tytko@sky.uk
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Mary & George

Mary & George is inspired by the outrageous true story of Mary Villiers 

(Julianne Moore), who moulded her beautiful and charismatic son, George 

(Nicholas Galitzine), to seduce King James VI of Scotland and I of England 

(Tony Curran) and become his all- powerful lover.

The pair rose from humble beginnings as they schemed to become the richest, 

most titled and influential players the English court had ever seen, and the 

King’s most trusted advisors. And with England’s place on the world stage 

under threat from a Spanish invasion and rioters taking to the streets to 

denounce the King, the stakes could not have been higher.

Prepared to stop at nothing and armed with her ruthless political steel, Mary 

married her way up the ranks, bribed politicians, colluded with criminals and 

clawed her way into the heart of the Establishment, making it her own. Mary & 

George is an audacious historical psychodrama about a treacherous mother 

and son who schemed, seduced and killed to conquer the Court of England and 

the bed of its King.

Coming 2024 on Sky Atlantic & NOW

Contact: Jessie.Elliott@sky.uk / Thom.Will@sky.uk

Imagery: Link to SEAC here or contact lily@lxlcreative.co.uk

Trailer: Available here

https://www.sky.com/watch/mary-and-george
mailto:Jessie.Elliott@sky.uk
mailto:Thom.Will@sky.uk
https://seac.bskyb.com/#container/BtLCUjFzKyB8q6hMgZgwqI
mailto:lily@lxlcreative.co.uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xF9bOCEze7I
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The Tattooist of Auschwitz

The Tattooist of Auschwitz is inspired by the real-life story of Lali and Gita 

Sokolov. Lali (Jonah Hauer-King) arrived at Auschwitz-Birkenau in 1942, and 

shortly after arrival, he was made one of the tätowierer (tattooists), charged to 

ink identification numbers onto fellow prisoners’ arms. One day, he meets Gita 

(Anna Próchniak) when tattooing her prisoner number on her arm. They 

experience love at first sight, and so begins a courageous, unforgettable, and 

human story. Under constant guard from a volatile SS officer Baretzki (Jonas 

Nay), Lali and Gita became determined to keep each other alive.

Around 60 years later, Lali (Harvey Keitel) meets novice writer Heather Morris 

(Melanie Lynskey). Recently widowed, Lali finds the courage to tell the world his 

story. In recounting his story to Heather, Lali, in his 80s, faces the traumatic 

ghosts of his youth and relives his memories of falling in love in the most horrific 

of places.

Coming 2024 on Sky Atlantic & NOW

Contact: Hannah.Forde@sky.uk / Sarah.Gutierrez@sky.uk

Imagery: Link to SEAC here or contact Jack.Thornton@sky.uk

https://www.sky.com/watch/the-tattooist-of-auschwitz
mailto:Hannah.Forde@sky.uk
mailto:Sarah.Gutierrez@sky.uk
https://seac.bskyb.com/#container/8tvENWWXap_9mkoTlFSY6R
mailto:jack.thornton@sky.uk
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Mr Bigstuff

Ryan Sampson (Brassic, Plebs), authors Mr Bigstuff in which estranged brothers 

Glen (Sampson) and Lee, played by Danny Dyer (Eastenders) in his television 

comedy debut, try to patch up a sibling rivalry that may well be beyond repair. Or 

beyond Spare.

The six-part comedy explores broken families, fragile masculinity and carpet 

sales. It tells the story of two estranged brothers; Glen a nervy perfectionist 

striving to live the suburban ideal and Lee an alpha male with a prescription drug 

addiction and biscuit tin full of his Dad’s ashes.

Also starring, Harriet Webb as Kirsty, Fatiha El-Ghorri as Aysha, Adrian 

Scarborough as Ian, Victoria Alcock as Sue, Geoff Bell as Steve, and Clive 

Russell as Uncle Ron.

Coming 2024 on Sky Comedy & NOW

Contact: Dominic.Collett@sky.uk; Hannah.Forde@sky.uk

Imagery: Contact caroline@lxlcreative.co.uk

https://www.sky.com/watch/mr-bigstuff
mailto:Dominic.Collett@sky.uk
mailto:Hannah.Forde@sky.uk
mailto:caroline@lxlcreative.co.uk
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The Regime

Starring Kate Winslet, The Regime tells the story of one year within the walls of 

the palace of a modern European regime as it begins to unravel.

Coming 2024 on Sky Atlantic & NOW

Contact: Scarlett.Such@sky.uk / Mayran.Yusuf@sky.uk

Imagery: Link to SEAC here or contact stillsdepartment@sky.uk

mailto:Scarlett.Such@sky.uk
mailto:Mayran.Yusuf@sky.uk
https://seac.bskyb.com/#container/9Ec4E9rlaIP8-946v8EQow
mailto:stillsdepartment@sky.uk
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The Sympathizer

Based on Viet Thanh Nguyen’s Pulitzer Prize-winning novel of the same name, 

The Sympathizer is an espionage thriller and cross-culture satire about the 

struggles of a half-French, half-Vietnamese communist spy during the final days 

of the Vietnam War and his resulting exile in the United States.

The series stars Hoa Xuande, Fred Nguyen Khan, Toan Le, Ky Duyen, Sandra 

Oh and Robert Downey Jr.

Coming 2024 on Sky Atlantic & NOW

Contact: Scarlett.Such@sky.uk / Mayran.Yusuf@sky.uk

Imagery: Link to SEAC here or contact stillsdepartment@sky.uk

mailto:Scarlett.Such@sky.uk
mailto:Mayran.Yusuf@sky.uk
https://seac.bskyb.com/#container/5Z60nKHl43s8XNDESmtXIB
mailto:stillsdepartment@sky.uk
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TED

Following the huge success of the global hit film franchise, Ted, the bear is set to 

take over the small screen in a 7-episode prequel series.

It’s 1993, and Ted the bear’s (Seth MacFarlane) moment of fame has passed. 

He’s now living back home in Framingham, Massachusetts with his best friend, 

16-year-old John Bennet (Max Burkholder), along with John’s parents, Matt and 

Susan (Scott Grimes and Alanna Ubach) and cousin Blaire (Giorgia Whigham). 

Ted may be a lousy influence on John, but at the end of the day, he’s a loyal pal 

who’s always willing to go out on a limb for friendship.

Coming early 2024 on Sky Max & NOW

Contact: Alana.Irwin@sky.uk / Mike.Thomas@premiercomms.com / 

Poppy.Alexander@premiercomms.com

Imagery: Link to SEAC here or contact stillsdepartment@sky.uk

Trailer: Available here

mailto:Alana.Irwin@sky.uk
mailto:Mike.Thomas@premiercomms.com
mailto:Poppy.Alexander@premiercomms.com
https://seac.bskyb.com/#container/0DNYyGkxqxCALhexRPSVNK
mailto:stillsdepartment@sky.uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MM-iyWueGFk
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Rob Beckett’s Smart TV

From the makers of Never Mind the Buzzcocks comes a brand-new, fast-paced 

comedy quiz show all about the magic of television.

Hosted by the brilliant Rob Beckett alongside team captains – TV fanatic Josh 

Widdicombe, and a lady who frankly is TV personified, Alison Hammond – the 

show will be a hilarious celebration of the small screen and the shows we love.

Featuring some of the biggest names in TV, the regulars will be joined by actors, 

comics, presenters and personalities, competing across a series of funny, chaotic, 

trivia-infused rounds to see who knows the most about telly.

Coming 2024 on Sky Max & NOW

Contact: Molly.Wyatt@sky.uk

Imagery: Contact Daisy.Thomasread@sky.uk

mailto:Molly.Wyatt@sky.uk
mailto:daisy.thomasread@sky.uk
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The Day of the Jackal

The Day of the Jackal  is a bold, modern reimagining of the beloved and respected 

novel and film. While staying true to the DNA of the original story, this 

contemporary drama will delve deeper into the chameleon like ‘anti-hero’ at the 

heart of the story in a high octane, cinematic, globetrotting 'cat and mouse' 

thriller, set amidst the turbulent geo-political landscape of our time.

Eddie Redmayne stars as the Jackal, with Lashana Lynch playing Bianca.

Coming 2024 on Sky Atlantic & NOW

Contact: Thom.Will@sky.uk

Imagery: Link to SEAC here or contact Nathalie.Mohoboob@sky.uk

mailto:Thom.Will@sky.uk
https://seac.bskyb.com/#container/3kpWcnNTqDz9bcY1Xs5nVW
mailto:nathalie.mohoboob@sky.uk
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Sweetpea

A female driven drama adapted from the novel Sweetpea by C.J. Skuse.

In a deviously twisted coming-of-‘rage’ story, Ella Purnell (Yellowjackets, 

Fallout) stars as Rhiannon: a quiet wallflower on a darkly comedic and 

intoxicating journey of self-discovery, with deadly consequences.

Rhiannon Lewis doesn’t make much of an impression - people walk past her in 

the street without a second glance. She’s continually overlooked for a 

promotion at work, the guy she likes won’t commit, and her dad is really, really 

sick. So far, so shit. Then everything in her life turns upside down. Rhiannon is 

pushed over the edge, and loses control. Suddenly the wallflower is gone, and in 

its place is a young woman capable of anything… Rhiannon’s life transforms as 

she steps into a new, intoxicating power, but can she keep her killer secret?

Further casting alongside Purnell boasts an array of exciting British talent, 

including Nicôle Lecky (Mood, Sense8) as Julia, Jon Pointing (Big Boys, 

Smothered) as Craig, Calam Lynch (Bridgerton) as AJ, Leah Harvey 

(Foundation) as Marina. Also starring Jeremy Swift (Ted Lasso) as Norman 

and Dustin Demri-Burns (Slow Horses) as Jeff.

Coming 2024 on Sky Atlantic & NOW

Contact: Georgina.Anthony@sky.uk / Patricia.Deever@sky.uk

Imagery: Contact caroline@lxlcreative.co.uk

mailto:Georgina.Anthony@sky.uk
mailto:Patricia.Deever@sky.uk
mailto:caroline@lxlcreative.co.uk
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Fire Country

Fire Country, US network CBS’ top-rated new TV series of the last year, is coming 

to the UK in 2024.

Starring and executive produced by Max Thieriot (Seal Team), Fire Country tells 

the story of a young convict, Bode Donovan, who seeks redemption and a 

shortened prison sentence by joining a prison-release firefighting programme.

Inspired by Thieriot’s personal experiences of growing up in wildfire-prone 

Northern California, the series sees Bode and other inmates partnered with elite 

firefighters to extinguish massive, unpredictable wildfires across the region.

The heat is turned up when Bode returns to his rural Californian hometown with 

the firefighting unit. Bode burned down everything in his life five years ago and 

left home with a big secret. Now he’s back, with the rap sheet of a criminal and 

the audacity to believe in a chance for redemption.

Coming early 2024 on Sky Witness & NOW

Contact: Anna.Gilfillan@premiercomms.com / Alana.Irwin@sky.uk

Imagery: Link to SEAC here or contact stillsdepartment@sky.uk

https://www.sky.com/watch/fire-country
mailto:anna.gilfillan@premiercomms.com
mailto:alana.irwin@sky.uk
https://seac.bskyb.com/#container/BYSmFLVCq7sAIw90RUVi1O
mailto:stillsdepartment@sky.uk
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Small Town, Big Story

Small Town, Big Story is a warm and witty, very dramatic comedy created and 

directed by Chris O’Dowd (Moone Boy). Filmed on location in Ireland, the six-part 

series is about the fictional town Drumban, a rural village of rattled misfits on the 

border of Ireland and another world, and what happens when a Hollywood 

production rolls into town and throws the spotlight on a secret that’s been kept 

hidden since the eve of the Millennium.

The series stars Christina Hendricks as Wendy Patterson, a local girl done good 

as a hot-shot television producer, and Paddy Considine as Drumban’s local 

doctor and pillar of the community Seamus Proctor.

Coming 2024 on Sky Max & NOW

Contact: Dominic.Collett@sky.uk

Imagery: Contact Ross.Sinclair@sky.uk

mailto:Dominic.Collett@sky.uk
mailto:ross.sinclair@sky.uk
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Secret World of Sound with David 

Attenborough

David Attenborough explores the extraordinary ways that animals hear and 

produce sound, and the crucial role sound plays in the lives of animals around 

the globe - from birth to surviving adulthood and finding a mate. Using cutting-

edge recording technology and 360-degree Dolby Atmos soundscapes, this 

immersive, ground-breaking series places sound centre stage for the first time.

We witness how baby caiman communicate with each other from within the egg, 

how lions and hyaenas battle in the dark using sound, how a strange fish baffled 

local residents with its eerie hum, and how some birds have mastered the art of 

mimicry to remarkable effect. Packed with wonder, insight and new scientific 

discoveries, Secret World of Sound with David Attenborough will transport 

viewers into an unforgettable experience.

Coming Spring 2024 on Sky Nature & NOW

Contact: Marina.Forsythe@sky.uk / Patricia.Deveer@sky.uk

Imagery: Link to SEAC here or contact Daisy.Thomasread@sky.uk

mailto:Marina.Forsythe@sky.uk
mailto:Patricia.Deveer@sky.uk
https://seac.bskyb.com/#container/1i3-UHZBKWBBMoQdWawTQu
mailto:daisy.thomasread@sky.uk
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Tell Them You Love Me
Tell Them You Love Me explores the extraordinary story of Anna Stubblefield, an 

esteemed university professor who becomes embroiled in a controversial affair 

with Derrick Johnson, a non-verbal black man with cerebral palsy. Anna says she 

unlocked Derrick’s mind from his body by teaching him to communicate using a 

keyboard.

But when Derrick’s family begin to question his miraculous transformation, and 

Anna’s intentions, it would lead to a criminal trial that would challenge our 

perceptions of disability and the nature of consent.

Through exclusive footage and interviews with those on both sides of the case, 

this feature documentary weaves a riveting and endlessly nuanced story about 

communication, race, and sex.

Coming 2024 on Sky Documentaries & NOW

Contact: Alana.Irwin@sky.uk / Patricia.Deveer@sky.uk

Imagery: Link to SEAC here or contact Nathalie.Mohoboob@sky.uk

mailto:Alana.Irwin@sky.uk
mailto:Patricia.Deveer@sky.uk
https://seac.bskyb.com/#container/AgBD0I04KEO8C_IaJfxlC0
mailto:nathalie.mohoboob@sky.uk
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Brian Johnson and Mark Knopfler’s 

Good Times

Musicians don’t come much bigger than legends of rock Brian Johnson and Mark 

Knopfler, lead singers of AC/DC and Dire Straits. Having sold a staggering 300 

million records between them, each has left their own mark on our cultural 

history. Now, after a lifetime in music, they’re taking a moment to reflect. In this 

brand new series, Brian, Mark and special guests will embark on a joyous romp 

through the history of popular music, exploring the key moments that 

transformed these mavericks into iconic musicians.

Coming February 2024 on Sky Arts, Freeview Channel 36 & NOW

Contact: skyartsteam@premiercomms.com

Imagery: Contact Ross.Sinclair@sky.uk

mailto:skyartsteam@premiercomms.com
mailto:ross.sinclair@sky.uk
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Zuckerberg: King of the Metaverse

For the first time, this feature documentary will piece together the events of 

Mark Zuckerberg's life and his creation of Facebook and Meta, to reveal one of 

the most powerful figures of the 21st century. Told through key players and 

rarely seen archive, Zuckerberg: King of the Metaverse w/t will unpick the 

enigmatic man behind it all, telling the inside story of the remarkable events that 

have defined his life and career - and the world with it. For many, Zuckerberg’s 

creation is a vision of heaven where everyone can connect and come together. 

For others it has unleashed some of the darkest forces in the history of 

humanity. As Zuckerberg fights for the future of his empire, now is the perfect 

opportunity to tell one of the great stories of our time.

Coming 2024 on Sky Documentaries & NOW

Contact: Marina.Forsythe@sky.uk / Patricia.Deveer@sky.uk

Imagery: Link to SEAC here or contact nathalie.mohoboob@sky.uk

mailto:Marina.Forsythe@sky.uk
mailto:Patricia.Deveer@sky.uk
https://seac.bskyb.com/#container/8bEJc0dEqvQB8Auap32Yeb
mailto:nathalie.mohoboob@sky.uk
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True Detective: Night Country

When the long winter night falls in Ennis, Alaska, the eight men who operate the 

Tsalal Arctic Research Station vanish without a trace. To solve the case, 

Detectives Liz Danvers (Jodie Foster) and Evangeline Navarro (Kali Reis) will 

have to confront the darkness they carry in themselves, and dig into the haunted 

truths that lie buried under the eternal ice.

Coming 15 January 2024 on Sky Atlantic & NOW

Contact: Scarlett.Such@sky.uk / Mayran.Yusuf@sky.uk

Imagery: Link to SEAC here or contact stillsdepartment@sky.uk

Trailer: Available here

mailto:Scarlett.Such@sky.uk
mailto:Mayran.Yusuf@sky.uk
https://seac.bskyb.com/#container/Eob9z9tf4Jc9U0MhPX2JoZ
mailto:stillsdepartment@sky.uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wo8p9GhViLg
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House of the Dragon S2

Based on George R.R. Martin’s “Fire & Blood,” the series, set 200 years before the 

events of “Game of Thrones,” tells the story of House Targaryen.

Returning cast includes Matt Smith, Olivia Cooke, Emma D’Arcy, Eve Best, 

Steve Toussaint, Fabien Frankel, Ewan Mitchell, Tom Glynn-Carney, Sonoya 

Mizuno, and Rhys Ifans.

Coming Summer 2024 on Sky Atlantic & NOW

Contact: Scarlett.Such@sky.uk / Mayran.Yusuf@sky.uk

Imagery: Link to SEAC here or contact stillsdepartment@sky.uk

Trailer: Available here

https://www.sky.com/watch/house-of-the-dragon
mailto:Scarlett.Such@sky.uk
mailto:Mayran.Yusuf@sky.uk
https://seac.bskyb.com/#container/B95FTP2qKc38dfF7-6zrw2
mailto:stillsdepartment@sky.uk
https://youtu.be/m2sXBzSG5b0
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Julia S2

With her trailblazing cooking show up and running on the air, Julia (Sarah 

Lancashire) grapples with her rising celebrity and what that means for her, her 

colleagues and her show. In season two, Julia and her devoted husband Paul 

return from Simca’s home in France to find that her success has changed 

everything. Through her singular joie de vivre, she and her team must navigate 

WGBH, the White House, and a threat from their past, while continuing to 

spearhead female-driven public television and confront social issues still 

prevalent today.

Coming 2024 on Sky Atlantic & NOW

Contact: Scarlett.Such@sky.uk / Mayran.Yusuf@sky.uk

Imagery: Link to SEAC here or contact stillsdepartment@sky.uk

mailto:Scarlett.Such@sky.uk
mailto:Mayran.Yusuf@sky.uk
https://seac.bskyb.com/#container/5vgJoJoqaQfB10L-TazGQ9
mailto:stillsdepartment@sky.uk
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Hold the Front Page S2

Josh Widdicombe and Nish Kumar are about to leap back into the weird and 

wonderful world of local news journalism with Hold the Front Page, returning for a 

second run. And this time, the boys are determined to do a lot better than they 

did before.

The new series will again follow the highs and lows of Nish and Josh as they travel 

across the UK working for a different local newspaper each week, on a mission to 

find real local stories strong enough to make the front page. Last series we saw 

the pair meet mermaids in West Sussex, they found themselves on the set of 

Emmerdale in Yorkshire, and not forgetting Nish’s attempt to chase Boris 

Johnson down in Blackpool!

In series two, Josh and Nish will embark on the next leg of their investigative 

journey around Britain; delving into local mysteries, taking part in unusual events, 

cover the burning issues of the day and perhaps enlist a celebrity or two to help 

them out along the way. With very little journalistic experience, and not the best 

track-record from last series, will they succeed in their quest for a stand-out 

story to make the front page

Coming 2024 on Sky Max & NOW

Contact: Molly.Wyatt@sky.uk

Imagery: Contact duncan.webb@premiercomms.com

mailto:Molly.Wyatt@sky.uk
mailto:duncan.webb@premiercomms.com
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Funny Woman S2

Based on Nick Hornby’s book Funny Girl, the first series of Funny Woman followed 

Barbara (Gemma Arterton) a young working class woman from Blackpool who 

realised her dream and became TV comedy star, Sophie Straw, the nation’s 

favourite.

In series two, Sophie finds out that ‘having a voice’ doesn’t mean it will be heard 

and that fame is a fickle friend.  Fed up with being the comic muse in old school 

comedy shows, Sophie tries her hand at arthouse cinema hoping it will be more 

progressive – it isn’t! Undeterred, Sophie decides to create her own comedy show 

where she can tell authentic stories in all their messy and hilarious glory.  She’s 

found her voice, and no one can stop her using it! She learns that the power is in 

the word.

Coming 2024 on Sky Max & NOW

Contact: Alana.Irwin@sky.uk / Kwabena.Agyare@premiercomms.com

Imagery: Link to SEAC here or contact lis@lxlcreative.co.uk

https://www.sky.com/watch/funny-woman
mailto:Alana.Irwin@sky.uk
mailto:kwabena.agyare@premiercomms.com
https://seac.bskyb.com/#container/CrX2LJGRKHl8mviI0bHoLU
mailto:lis@lxlcreative.co.uk
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Ferrari
It is the summer of 1957. Behind the spectacle of Formula 1, ex-racer Enzo Ferrari 

is in crisis. Bankruptcy threatens the factory he and his wife, Laura built from 

nothing ten years earlier. Their volatile marriage has been battered by the loss 

of their son, Dino a year earlier. Ferrari struggles to acknowledge his son Piero 

with Lina Lardi. Meanwhile, his drivers’ passion to win pushes them to the edge 

as they launch into the treacherous 1,000-mile race across Italy, the Mille Miglia.

Adam Driver and Penelope Cruz star alongside Shailene Woodley as Lina 

Lardi, Sarah Gadon as Linda Christian, Gabriel Leone as Alfonso de Portago, 

Jack O'Connell as Peter Collins, and Patrick Dempsey as Piero Taruffi.

Coming 2024 on Sky Cinema & NOW

Contact: Sarah.gutierrez@sky.uk / Natasha.Krstichowe@sky.uk

Imagery: Link to SEAC here or contact Daisy.Thomasread@sky.uk

Trailer: Available here

https://www.sky.com/watch/ferrari
mailto:Sarah.gutierrez@sky.uk
mailto: Natasha.Krstichowe@sky.uk
https://seac.bskyb.com/#container/87GvGKcHq0F8TejfyQl_Dw
mailto:daisy.thomasread@sky.uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ERIBTIlVVJQ
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Lee
Starring Kate Winslet, the film is not a biopic, instead it explores the most 

significant decade of Lee Miller’s life.

As a middle-aged woman, she refused to be remembered as a model and male 

artists’ muse. Lee Miller defied the expectations and rules of the time and 

travelled to Europe to report from the frontline. There, in part as a reaction to 

her own well-hidden trauma, she used her Rolleiflex camera to give a voice to 

the voiceless. What Lee captured on film in Dachau and throughout Europe was 

shocking and horrific. Her photographs of the war, its victims and its 

consequences remain among the most significant and historically important of 

the second world war. She changed war photography forever, but Lee paid an 

enormous personal price for what she witnessed and the stories she fought to 

tell.

Coming 2024 on Sky Cinema & NOW

Contact: Natasha.Krstichowe@sky.uk / Mayran.Yusuf@sky.uk

Imagery: Link to SEAC here or contact Daisy.Thomasread@sky.uk

https://www.sky.com/watch/lee
mailto:Natasha.Krstichowe@sky.uk
mailto:Mayran.Yusuf@sky.uk
https://seac.bskyb.com/#container/CcIePV_LK8_9Ho9i23tmQg
mailto:daisy.thomasread@sky.uk
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The Beekeeper
In The Beekeeper, one man's brutal campaign for vengeance takes on national 

stakes after he is revealed to be a former operative of a powerful and 

clandestine organization known as "Beekeepers".

Starring Jason Statham.

Coming 2024 on Sky Cinema & NOW

Contact: Sarah.Gutierrez@sky.uk

Imagery: Link to SEAC here or contact Daisy.Thomasread@sky.uk

Trailer: Available here

https://www.sky.com/watch/the-beekeeper
mailto:Sarah.gutierrez@sky.uk
https://seac.bskyb.com/#container/AeqvoieBqTZ9ez7mYbcHaS
mailto:daisy.thomasread@sky.uk
https://youtu.be/dE0KFHYiQ4s
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The Radleys
The Radleys is a scarily relatable vampire thriller adapted from the critically 

acclaimed novel by best-selling author Matt Haig and based on a script 

developed by British Comedy Award winner Jo Brand.

Nestled in a quiet, suburban English town live The Radleys. To their neighbours, 

they are as ordinary as they come, yet beneath the surface, parents Peter 

(Damian Lewis) and Helen (Kelly Macdonald) are concealing a devastatingly 

dark secret from their teenage children, Rowan and Clara. They are abstaining 

vampires, choosing not to drink blood despite their natural cravings, yet 

becoming more and more bloodthirsty by the day. 

Can the family continue to hold back their hidden bloodlust, or will they give in 

to their true nature?

Coming 2024 on Sky Cinema & NOW

Contact: Natasha.Krstichowe@sky.uk

Imagery: Contact Daisy.Thomasread@sky.uk

mailto:Natasha.Krstichowe@sky.uk
mailto:daisy.thomasread@sky.uk
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Sky Live
The new interactive camera for Sky Glass

Sky Stream
The easy way to get Sky on any TV

Sky Glass 
Smarter than a smart TV

NOW
Instant, flexible access to Sky

Sky Q

Best satellite TV service

The first TV that streams every channel,  show 

and app over WiFi. No dish or box needed.

Transform your Sky Glass the TV can be more 

interactive, social, and entertaining than ever

Sky TV without a dish. Simply plug-in to 

your current TV and connect to Wi-Fi. All your 

shows, apps and channels on one UI.

Access the latest Sky movies, TV shows and exclusive 

live sports on any device with our flexible NOW 

memberships.

Award-winning set-top-box has all your 

favourite channels and apps in one place, and a hard 

drive for recordings
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